FLASING LAP NOTE
LAP EXPANSION JOINT AND J CLOSURE 2" MINIMUM WITH 2 ROWS OF BUTYL SEALANT.

POP RIVET 12” O.C.
DO NOT PENETRATE PANEL LEG
ONE CONTINUOUS ROW OF
BUTYL TAPE
EXPANSION JOINT
BATT INSULATION
J CLOSURE
DMI SL20 PANEL

2a
a−1/4" a+1/4"

CONTINUOUS FLEXIBLE MEMBRANE
- EXTEND 12” MIN. IN EACH
DIRECTION.

#10−13 GP PANCAKE HEAD
FASTENER 12” O.C. SET IN AND
CAP WITH APPROVED SEALANT
WOOD BLOCKING

METAL DECKING
- 30 LB. FELT UNDERLAYMET

RIGID INSULATION (FASTEN WITH 8
PLATES AND FASTENERS PER 4’ X8’
SHEET)

BUILDING EXPANSION FROM
DESIGN DRAWINGS OR FIELD
DIMENSIONS

EXPANSION JOINT
DIMENSIONAL METALS, INC. 3” =1’-0” CAP